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2020 Macro Recap: Pandemic/Deep Short Global Recession/Extraordinary Policy Response
▪

Entered Year Poised for Moderate Trend-Like Growth
– Post-GFC expansion on the way to celebrating its 11th birthday

▪

By End of Q1 Covid-19 Outbreaks Generated: “Largest Exogenous Shock in Modern History”1
– Widespread shutdowns across developed markets (DM) and emerging markets (EM)
– Pandemic pushed healthy economy into deepest contraction in 70+ years

▪

Aggressive and Prompt Policy Responses
– Provided lifeline for businesses and consumers/kept credit flowing

▪

Solid, Albeit Uneven, Recovery Took Hold in Second Half of Year
– Manufacturing/retail sales rebounded above pre-pandemic levels/services stayed soft
– China experiencing v-shaped recovery/economies weaker in most other EMs

▪

Our January 2020 Global GDP Forecast Abysmal With An Asterisk
– Subsequent quarterly updates much closer to the mark2

1.
2.

Pandemic infected 90 million people worldwide and resulted in 1.9 million fatalities as of January 11, 2021.
Last January we forecast year ahead global growth at 3.3%, 7%-points above our current estimate of -3.7%. Our subsequent quarterly forecasts were much closer to the mark: April (-3%), August (-3.6%) and October (-3.6%).
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Current Macro Backdrop
- Covid-19 Cases Still Rising/Global PMIs Strong but Leveling Off Near Year End
- Lockdowns & Related Drag on GDP Less Than in Spring
- Unprecedented Fiscal and Monetary Stimulus
- Subdued Inflation
- Uneven Late Spring / Second- Half 2020 Recovery
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Current Macro Backdrop: Covid-19 Cases Rising/Manufacturing Still Strong
▪

▪

Covid-19 cases currently rising and slowing
global mobility
Pace of activity has declined vs. summer and
early-fall, but still significantly above spring
trough

▪

▪

Global business activity as depicted by
composite PMI up significantly from
recession low
Softness that emerged near the end of
the year attributed to decline in services
and rising Covid-19 concerns
Global Composite PMI

Global Mobility & New Covid-19 Cases

Source: Google, JP Morgan

Source: Capital Economics
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Current Macro Backdrop: Lockdowns & Estimated Drag on Global GDP
▪

▪

Global index (dark blue line) up somewhat
in recent months but still well below
spring peak when shutdowns were more
extensive
Western Europe lockdown index up
sharply since October

▪

▪

Estimated drag on global economy from
lockdowns ~9% currently vs. 20% at spring
trough1
December’s estimated drag +100 bps vs.
October due largely to Western Europe
Estimated Drag on Global GDP

Lockdown Index

Source: Oxford University, Goldman Sachs

1.

Source: Goldman Sachs
Estimated 9% drag based on counterfactual compassion with pre-pandemic growth trend. December’s 9% estimate might be somewhat overstated. Current lockdowns less disruptive than
in the Spring.
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Current Macro Backdrop: Record Fiscal Stimulus Supported By Quantitative Easing
▪

▪

Each of G4 countries and China significantly
increased fiscal deficits in 2020 to
counteract pandemic-related weakness
2020 deficits wider than Global Financial
Crisis (GFC) deficits ex-China
Government Budget Deficits

Source: Barclays
*China’s augmented deficit

▪

Extended QE programs providing buyers
with deep pockets for unprecedented
deficits

QE Programs

Source: ECB, FRB, BoE, BoJ, Barclays
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Current Macro Backdrop: Unprecedented Monetary Stimulus
▪

▪

Negative and near-zero policy rates that are
expected to “stay low for longer”1 and
Large QE programs and low inflation
expectations have pushed sovereign bond
yields to historical lows

▪

▪

Global and US financial conditions indices
reflect historic and broad-based ease currently
Low government rates underpin narrowing in
credit spreads and bull market for equities

Financial Conditions

Sovereign Yields

Source: Bloomberg

1.

Source: Goldman Sachs

Based on Fed’s median forecast its policy rate will remain at 0.1% thru ‘23 and push beyond
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Current Macro Backdrop: Inflation Subdued
▪

Global inflation rate – based on OECD
composite1 – currently ~1%, significantly
below prevailing major central bank target

▪

DMs: Core Inflation

OECD Inflation (ex Turkey%)

Source: Refinitiv, Capital Economics

1.

OECD includes 37 market economies in aggregate comprise ~60% of global GDP

Inflation remains subdued across major
DMs and EMs2

Source: Refinitiv, Capital Economics

2.

Core inflation in US, UK and Euro area currently ranges between ~1.5% and near
zero. Aggregate EM inflation ~3% vs. ~8% 20 years ago.
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Current Macro Backdrop: Uneven Global Recovery
▪

Manufacturing and consumer spending on
goods strong but spending in services still
below pre-pandemic levels

Consumer Output PMI/Services Lag Manufacturing

▪

Global GDP recovery uneven. China above
pre-pandemic level at end of Q3. Latin
America and other EM Asia, largely India,
still ~6% - 7% below pre-pandemic levels

Real GDP (Q4 2019=100)
• China

• Europe
& US
• Other
EM Asia
& Latin
Am.

Source: IHS/Markit, JPM

Source: Refinitiv, Capital Economics
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2020 Macro Recap: Pandemic Recession’s Uneven Impact Across EMs & Regions
▪

▪

Pandemic was only moderate headwind for China
and neighbors in Q3 (dark green)
But major constraint for India and other Asian
countries (red)
Uneven Impact of Pandemic (Q3 ‘20)

▪

▪

Estimated deviation from potential path
small for China but significant for EMs ex
China
US and Western European expected to be
within~3%- pts of potential by yearend ‘21
Real GDP Level

Source: Goldman Sachs. . As of September 2020
* Asian countries with long lockdowns (GS Effective Lockdown Index of 35+ for min. 90 days), namely India,
Indonesia, Philippines, or a tourism GDP share above 5%, namely Thailand
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Identifiable Risks Appear Manageable/”Unknown Unknowns” Always Possible
Principal Identifiable Risks:
- Sustained acceleration in inflation that prompts changes in monetary policy
- Vaccine’s impact on the global economy falls short of expectations imbedded in
outlook
- Record debt levels disrupt expansion
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Cyclical Inflation Risks
▪

Early ‘21 Expected Inflation Spike Due Largely to YoY “Base Effects”
– Oil prices expected to put upward pressure on headline inflation rates, particularly in the 1st half of year

▪

Central Banks Expected to Look Through Spike
– Considerable slack in global economy
– Unemployment still high/limited upward pressure for wages
– Extraordinary money growth/large budget deficits not likely to materially impact inflation over cyclical horizon 1
World Inflation (CPI%)

CPI

Forecast

2020

2021

US

1.3

2.3

Euro Area

0.2

0.8

UK

0.9

1.6

Japan

0.0

-0.1

Source: SECOR, Capital Economics

Source: Refinitiv, Capital Economics

1. Current outsized money growth and record fiscal borrowing not expected to put material upward pressure on inflation. Consumers holding large precautionary balances/unparallel saving rates. Expect continuing sound central
bank policies/increasing inflation would be counterproductive.
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Global Inflation Risks - continued
▪

Headline inflation pressures likely, particularly
early in the year but global slack, weak service
prices and flat Phillips curves expected to keep
core inflation contained

▪

Global output gap expected to be ~2.5% gap
at yearend, widest for a recovery 6 quarters
beyond its cyclical trough in past 50 years

Global Output Gap

Brent Oil Prices & OECD CPI

Source: Refinitiv, Capital Economics

Source: JPM
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Vaccine Prospects/Risks
▪

Vaccines that Foster Gradual/Further Reopening of Global Economy
– Critical consideration for 2021 outlook

▪

Reports on Vaccines Current Available in US & Europe Encouraging
– Independent medical experts contend vaccines approved for US 95% effective1
– Vaccines based new technology that facilitates mass production and adapting to mutators2

▪

Number of Promising Vaccines Expected to be Available This Year
– Projected output of top 10 vaccine producers suggest much of world’s population can be vaccinated

▪

Early Distribution Shortfalls and Willingness to Take Vaccine Potential Challenges
– Distribution problems soluble/huge political incentives to fix them3
• UK has decided to delay 2nd doses by 3 months to increase supply
– Reluctance to take the vaccine should decrease over time

▪

New Strains of Virus Spreading in UK, Ireland and South Africa
– Highly contagious but not more severe or deadly
– Vaccine seemingly protects against new strains but this bears watching

1.
2.
3.

Pfizer/BioNTech and Moderna currently approved for US in US and Europe, AstraZeneca approved in UK. Other approvals expected in near future.
Vaccines based on new “messenger RNA technology that delivers genetic instructions that trigger immune responses.
Potential to learn from successes such as Israel’s significant success. Governments have announced some solutions including pharmacies, eliminating red tape, and releasing 2nd doses.
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Base Case for Vaccine: Supply Appears Ample / Demand Constraints Possible
▪
▪

Projections of top-10 vaccine producers suggest
85% of world population can be vaccinated in 2021
DMs better positioned with confirmed contracts
than EMs

Projected ‘21 Supply: Top-10 Vaccine Producers

▪

Some demand constraints possible
– Roughly one-third to one-half of those
surveyed in several countries unwilling to be
vaccinated
– Concerns expected to diminish over time, if
experience of vaccinated is positive
Willingness to Vaccinate

Source: Goldman Sachs
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Base Case for Vaccine: Expected % of Population Treated in 2021
▪

▪

Large proportion of DM population expected to
be treated by midyear
75%-85% of population of major DMs expected
to be vaccinated by year end
DMs: % of Population Vaccinated in 2021

Source: Goldman Sachs

▪
▪

Pace of vaccinations expected to be slower in
EMs
But 50%-80% of populations of major EMs
expected to be vaccinated by year end
EMs: % of Population Vaccinated in 2021

Source: Goldman Sachs
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Debt Levels Currently Stretched in Business and Public Sectors
▪

Consumer Balance Sheets Relatively Strong/Considerable Post-GFC Deleveraging
– US household debt servicing costs relative to income near record low1
– DM saving rates near record high

▪

Business Debt Near Top of Historical Range For Most Advanced Countries
– Historically low rates and servicing costs underpin increase
– Before pandemic debt levels appeared quite manageable
• But lockdowns and behavioral changes creating stresses…
• Particularly in the entertainment, hospitality and food service industries
– Recent study found no evidence corporate debt booms result in deeper output / investment declines2

▪

Public Debt Also Soaring to Record Levels
– Should be manageable as long as rates stay below nominal growth rates
– Could, of course, require foregoing desirable future initiatives, however

1.
2.

Based Federal Reserve of St. Louis data series that starts in 1980.
“Zombies at Large? Corporate Debt Overhang and the Macroeconomy” (December 2020) FRB of NY, Oscar Jorda et al.
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Recent Fed Paper Looks at Business Debt/Zombie Corporations in Macro Context
▪

Since 1870 business credit has ranged between 50%
and 100% of GDP for most advanced countries

Business Credit/GDP Since 1870*

▪

No statistically significant evidence between a
recession’s depth and how much business
credit grew in the preceding expansion
Business Credit Expansion/Recession Severity*

Source: NY Fed Paper
Source: NY Fed Paper
* Figure shows non-financial business credit over
GDP for 17 advanced countries.

* Figure provides the scatter plot and regression
line fit line of 2-year real GDP per capita growth
after business cycle peak against change in
credit/GDP ratio in the preceding 5 years
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Recent Fed Paper Looks at Business Debt/Zombie Corporations in Macro Context
▪

▪

Two-standard deviation (above mean) expansion
of business credit has only a negligible impact on
a path of post- recession recovery (blue lines)
Recessions preceded by household credit
expansions are deeper and longer (red line)

Business & Household Credit Expansion Cyclical Paths*

Source: NY Fed Paper

▪

▪

Effect of corporate debt boom on path of
recovery nearly the same whether considering
the average or the worst of the 20th percentile
paths (blue lines)
Household credit booms, however, increase risk
of severe recession (red line)
Business & Household Credit Tail-Risk Paths*

Source: NY Fed Paper
* Figure focuses on 20th percentile of conditional distribution of GDP per capita to investigate tail events.

* Figures show predictive effects on growth of 2-SD credit expansion in five years preceding
the recession for business credit booms and for household credit booms. Shaded area
represents 95% confidence interval.
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Record Public Debt Levels Arguably Sustainable
▪

DM and EM public debt highest on record relative
to GDP

▪

Leading economists argue debt levels
sustainable in current low-rate environment.2
– New potentially influential paper argues
• For discretion, not fiscal anchors3
– Case for fiscal restraint muted currently

DM and EM Debt Levels1

Source: IMF, Goldman Sachs
1. Aggregate DM and EM debt to GDP ratios based on constant sample of 25 and 27
countries, respectively

Public Debt & Interest Rates

Source: IMF, NBER, Barclays

2. Olivier Blanchard notes Government bond yields lower than nominal GDP growth rates and Lawrence
Summers & Jason Furman note interest payments below 1% of GDP adjusted for inflation
3. Peter Orszag, Robert Rubin, Joseph Stiglitz
4. Carmen Reinhart & Kenneth Rogoff
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Global Cyclical Outlook (2021)
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Global Cyclical Outlook (2021)
▪

2020 Pandemic Recession Likely to be Deepest Since WW2 But Brief
– 2nd virus wave expected to be speed bump, not game changer1

▪

Factors Seeming in Place to Return Global Economy to Pre-Pandemic Level by Mid Year
– Effective vaccine expected to be administered to much of world’s population by year end
• Eliminating need for lockdowns and increasing mobility
– Stimulative monetary and fiscal policies to remain
– Scarring effects from health-crisis recession seemingly less than traditional recession2

▪

Robust Growth Rates Forecast for 2021,However, Should be Looked at in Context
– If 2021 forecast realized, at year end global GDP will still be ~2% below its pre-pandemic growth trend

Expected Real GDP Growth

1.
2.
3.

Global

DMs

EMs

2019

3.1

1.7

4.0

2020

-3.6

-5.3

-2.03

2021

6.0

5.0

6.8

Global growth is expected to slow from an 8% annual rate in Q4 to ~3% pace in the current quarter and bounce back to 6% - 7% rate the 2nd H.
Traditional recession usually U-shaped – building up and unwinding of excuses typically multi-year progress. Health crises typically characterized for sha hit and quick reversal.
China responsible for relatively strong performance in 2020. EM ex China -4.7 in ‘20 and 5.7% estimated for ‘21.
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Global Cyclical Outlook (2021) – continued
▪

▪

Global GDP expected to return to pre-pandemic
level by mid-year
Counterfactual shortfall vs. pre-pandemic
trend:

▪

Financial conditions eased promptly and
decisively in pandemic’s wake in early 2020
– Historically low rates and QE contributing to
narrow credit spreads and lofty stock prices

– ~5% below year end 2020
– ~2% below year end 2021
Financial Conditions

World GDP ($tr. ‘19 PPP)*

Source: Goldman Sachs
Source: Refinitiv, Capital Economics. *Chart based on quarterly data
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Global Cyclical Outlook (2021) - Consumers in Strong Financial Position
▪

▪

Household saving rate soared in major DMs in
2020, particularly earlier in year
Due largely to cutbacks in spending and support
from generous government support programs

▪
▪

Consumer Saving Rate: Major DMs

Source: Refinitiv, Goldman Sachs

EM ex-China supported by historically high
saving rate and strong fiscal stimulus in 2020
Moderate and roughly offsetting reversals
expected in 2021
EM Private Sector Savings/Fiscal Balance

Source: JPM
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Less Scarring With Health Crisis Than With Traditional Recession
▪

▪
▪

Stimulative fiscal and monetary policies have
kept credit flowing and supported business
sectors across major countries
Business bankruptcies have declined since the
start of the pandemic
In contrast, bankruptcies rose sharply in 2008
Business Bankruptcies

Source: Haver Analytics, G

▪
▪
▪

Workers’ incomes have also been relatively well
protected during pandemic
Job protection programs /subsidies limited job
losses in much of Europe and Japan
Unemployment down from recent peaks in US and
UK / most of unemployed temporary layoffs,
particularly in US
Unemployment Rate: Major DMs

Source: Haver Analytics, GS
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Selected Country/Regional Forecasts
GDP Growth %

Major DMs

2019

2020

2021

US

2.2

-3.4

5.0

Euro Area

1.3

-7.1

4.8

UK

1.5

-10.4

6.0

Japan

0.7

-5.2

3.0

Major EMs

▪

– China’s official data suggest subpar growth for
full year following steep Q1 decline

▪

China

6.1

2.3

9.0

India

4.9

-6.5

11.0

Brazil

1.1

-4.5

3.0

Russia

1.3

-3.8

3.0

2020: Covid-19 recession severe hit to every
major country/region

2021: Robust growth rates forecast for most
major countries…
– But economic activity not expected to exceed
2019 trend levels in most countries

Source: SECOR
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Five Contingencies/Critical Assumptions that Bear Watching
I.

Low inflation/rate assumptions predicted on sound monetary policies
‒ Casting aside post-Volcker era policies would risk return of “bond vigilantes”

II. Covid-19 pandemic largely assumed to be one off catastrophe
‒ Risk vaccines less effective than presumed/new viral strains erupt more often than in past

III. CO2 emissions/global warming on worrisome trajectories
‒ Will society and global policy makers work together to successfully address these pressing problems?

IV. China has been an engine of global growth for 20+ years
‒ Will demographics and/or changing policies produce downside surprises? Might there be a new China? 1

V. Is the long-promised digital productivity revolution finally at hand?
‒ An enduring significant increase in productivity, would be a game changer for the global economy

1. Some China experts like Nicholas Lardy contend favoring SOEs over private firms could significantly slow growth. India and Africa are possible future growth engines.
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Pandemic: Not Likely to Be Without Aftereffects Including Potential Positives
▪

Even if Extraordinary Stimulus Helped to Protect Workers and Businesses…
– And vaccines eliminate need for disruptive lockdowns unlikely to return to status quo ante

▪

Working From Home1/Virtual Meetings/Sudden Rise in New Business Activity Could Have Enduring Effects
– Surge in global productivity potential game changer
New Business Activity

1.

Global GDP & Productivity

Source: Haver Analytics, Goldman Sachs
Recent McKinsey study concluded that in US 22% of employees can work remotely between three and five days a week without affecting productivity, whereas only 5% could in India (vast majority of workforce in retail services
and agriculture in India). Capital Economics notes broad urban retreat unlikely – lower carbon footprint, productivity 50% higher in cities –connectivity stimulates innovation
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Recent Productivity Surge Giving Macro Economists Some Food for Thought1
▪
▪
▪

“Productivity isn’t everything but it’s almost everything in the long run” (Krugman)
Some economists contend pandemic resurgence may have staying power2
Caveats apply -- long history of unfulfilled predictions of productivity resurgence3
US Nonfarm Productivity4

Source: BLS
1.
2.
3.
4.

Sustained productivity rise could have important implications for macro-outlook, particularly 3-5 years and beyond.
Jan Hatzuis (GS) contends accelerating shift to online retail, conference calls and partial WFH could lift productivity
Some 30 years ago Robert Solow quipped: “you can see the computer age everywhere, except in the productivity statistics.” Up until last few quarters no evidence of the productivity resurgence discussed in Second Machine
Age (2014) and recent McKinsey papers.
US productivity increased solid 4.6 % in Q3 following record 10.1% jump in Q2
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Disclaimer
The information and opinions contained in this presentation are for background purposes only and do not purport to be full or complete. No reliance may be placed for any purpose on the information or opinions contained herein.
SECOR does not give any representation, warranty or undertaking, or accept any liability, as to the accuracy or the completeness of the information or opinions contained herein.
This presentation does not constitute an offer or solicitation to any person in any jurisdiction. Any such offering will only be made in accordance with the terms and conditions set forth in a private placement memorandum or other
offering document.
Recipients should not rely on this material in making any future investment decision. We do not represent that the information contained herein is accurate or complete, and it should not be relied upon as such. Opinions expressed
herein are subject to change without notice. Certain information contained herein (including any forward-looking statements and economic and market information) has been obtained from published sources and/or prepared by
third parties and in certain cases has not been updated through the date hereof. While such sources are believed to be reliable, SECOR and its affiliates do not assume any responsibility for the accuracy or completeness of such
information. SECOR does not undertake any obligation to update the information contained herein as of any future date. Any views or opinions expressed may not reflect those of the firm as a whole.
This document may include projections or other forward-looking statements regarding future events, targets, intentions or expectations. Due to various risks and uncertainties, actual events or results may differ materially from
those reflected or contemplated in such forward-looking statements. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Investments are subject to risk, including the possible loss of principal. There is no guarantee that projected
returns or risk assumptions will be realized or that an investment strategy will be successful. No representation, warranty or undertaking is made as to the reasonableness of the assumptions made herein or that all assumptions
made herein have been stated. Different types of investments involve varying degrees of risk, and there can be no assurance that the future performance of any specific investment, investment strategy, or product made reference
to directly or indirectly in this document, will be profitable, equal any corresponding indicated performance level(s), or be suitable for your portfolio.
Illustrative models or investments presented in this document are based on a number of assumptions and are presented only for the limited purpose of providing a sample illustration. Any sample illustration is inherently subject to
significant business, economic and competitive uncertainties and contingencies, many of which are beyond SECOR’s control. Any sample illustration may not be reflective of any actual investment purchased, sold, or recommended
for investment by SECOR and are not intended to represent the performance of any investment made in the past or to be made in the future by any portfolio managed or advised by SECOR. Actual returns may have no correlation
with the sample illustration presented herein, and the sample illustration is not necessarily indicative of an investment that SECOR will make. It should not be assumed that SECOR’s investment recommendations in the future will
accomplish its goals or will equal the illustration provided herein.
The information contained in this document is based on matters as they exist as of the date of preparation of such material and not as of the date of distribution or any future date and SECOR does not undertake any obligation to
update the information contained herein as of any future date. This document does not constitute advice or a recommendation or offer to sell or a solicitation to deal in any security or financial product. It is provided for
background purposes only and on the understanding that the recipient has sufficient knowledge and experience to be able to understand and make its own evaluation of the information described herein, any risks associated
therewith and any related legal, tax, accounting or other material considerations. To the extent that a reader has any questions regarding the applicability of any specific issue discussed above to his/her/its specific portfolio or
situation, it is encouraged to consult with the professional advisor of his/her/its choosing.
Investment advisory services are provided by SECOR Investment Advisors, LP (“SIA”) and SECOR Investment Advisors (UK), LLP, (“SIA-UK”) , each subsidiaries of SECOR Asset Management, LP. Portfolio solutions are provided by
SECOR Investment Management, LP (“SIM”), a subsidiary of SECOR Asset Management, LP. SIA UK is authorized and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Each of SIA and SIM are registered as an investment adviser with the
Securities and Exchange Commission. Registration as an investment adviser with the Securities and Exchange Commission does not imply any level of skill or training.
Indexes are unmanaged, do not reflect deduction of fees and expenses, and are not available for direct investment.
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